KOREAN NATIONAL
POLICE UNIVERSITY

THE CRADLE OF POLICE EDUCATION

KOREAN NATIONAL
POLICE UNIVERSITY
KNPU, established in 1979, has been the leading
institute of police education in the Repulic of
Korea.
With the emphasis on fostering global police
leader, the academy has been constantly striving
for constructing global relationship with other
academies and police organizations in the era of
global village.

ABOUT US

As the national undergraduate college of police service, we,
KNPU(Korean National Police University), educate young
students to become competent elite police officers. Following our
founding principles, we have fulfilled our responsibility as a
police educational institution and academic one as well.
Until now, KNPU has expanded our business & network with
many other international universities and institutions in the era of
globalizaiton. We will endeavour to be the outstanding police
academy with continuous cooperation with various institutions of
the world.
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For professional police
officers with character
&
academic development
of police study

FOUNDING PRINCIPLES
1. Cultivate determined police officers with public servantship &
patriotism: we are established to raise up elite police officers who
will exert themselves for their calling, following the patriotic police
spirit, which has preserved our country.
2. Research on academic development of policing study: we are
oriented to lead the development of policing research in our country
by producing outstanding and innovative research and methodology.
3. Educate professional police leaders who can cope with any
situation astutely: we are responsible for fostering capable police
who can deal with any problems in rapidly changing society with
knowledge and skill.
4. Train commissioned officers who have leadership with
character: we are intended to raise up the whole-rounded police
officer with compassionate leadership and with sincere servantship
for the protection of citizen and the maintenance of public order.
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MOTTO
“Our nation will count
on you, who pass this
gate”

We lay these principles to heart as vocational responsibility for our
nation.
Patriotism - I will be a sincere guard of our country, putting the national
security and citizen’s safety before me.
Justice - I will be a fair and reliable police officer, standing against any
injustice, and firmly preserving righteousness.
Honor - I will be a reasonable and honorable leader with loyatly,
transcending any personal interest with discerning right and wrong
clearly.
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VISION
We will cultivate people who serve the public with professional capability and upright character, and contribute
social development of our nation by creating innovative knowleges for public safety.
Education
We will foster able police leaders who have upright character with leadership. On the basis of
whole-rounded edcuation, we strive to raise capable police officers of excellent problem-solving skills.
Additionally, our education is oriented to make students have requisite competence to meet the needs of
globalized world.
Research
We will be the leading institution which creates the future policing knowledge. With holding various international
academic events, KNPU will continue its efforts to be the international hub for police study. Also, we will
accelerate our research activities through R&D foundation.
Social Contribution
We will do our best, as a coexistent social member, to contribute to the development of our society, considering
the emphasized role of social capital. Recognizing the distinctive role as a university and an public institution,
we will enhance the chances of education for the public about police science and share the knowledge with our
society.
Infrastructure Establishment
We will construct necessary infrastructure to support the creation of policing knowledge. With the purpose
of making sustainable foundation for policing university, it is intended to implement integrated education
system which focuses on research-centered frame.
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HISTORY
1979

KNPU Establishment Act Enacted

2005

RIPS reorganized as ‘PSI(Police Science Institute)

1980

RIPS(Research Institute of Police Science)
established

2011

Affiliated to INTERPA

2013
1981

The 1st KNPU student entered at Bu-pyeong

Affiliated to KCUE(Korean Council for University
Education)

National Police Philhamonic Orchestra &

Asan campus construction initiated

Police Honor Guard established
Young-in campus built
1983

Moved to Yong-in
Senior-superintendent courses initiated
Senior police executive courses initiated

1985

The 1st Commencement held

1989

First 5 female students entered

1990

KNPU scholarship foundation established

1997

Female students quota increased to 12
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2014

An alumnus firstly appointed as
Commissioner General

2015

Entrance quota reduced from 120 to 100
Inclusive admission for disadvantaged initiated

Top-ranking applicants
& Sponsorhip

ADMISSION & BENEFITS
Admission : KNPU is well-known for its high level of competition for
entrance, as it provides great advantage. Basically, applicants should
have eligible qualification to be a police officer. They should have
Korean nationality and approved by the Ministry of Education as
having high school graduate. We organize 3-phase open competitive
examinations: written test, physical & aptitude test, and SAT, in order to
select outstanding students. Thanks to significant benefits of our
university, level of applicants has been the top-class in Korea. The
competition rate of 2014 was 60.4:1 in total.
Benefits : All expenses, including uniform, text books, and tuition fees,
are provided by government for free. Also, the male graduates are
allowed to substitute their mandatory military servie for working in
riot-controlling police job as an officer. Above all, all graduates are
commissioned as police officer after graduation, with rank of
‘inspector’. Due to these benefits, the graduate should work as police
officer for 6 years obligatorily.
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EDUCATION

The main role as police academy is in fostering educated and
qualified KNPU students who can fulfill their work as police in
various fields. Within the education for knowledge and physical
ability, KNPU emphasizes the importance of whole-rounded
education for future police executives.
In addition, KNPU runs basic training course for incumbent
police executives. Furthermore, practical courses for some
specialized area has been provided to police officers. As an
highly intellectual academy, various law-enforcing related training
will be provided accommodating to the needs of the times.
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Curriculum is organized to
raise intellectual and wellrounded police officers.

CURRICULUM
The curriculum at KNPU is purposely designed to cultivate police
executives who will lead our police in 21st century. To build up the
qualified ability as the police leader, students are required to enhance
their intellectual and physical capacity. The curriculum is classified into
4 subjects: General education, Basic subjects, Major subjects, and
Dean-designated subjects. Semester is divided by ‘regular session’, and
‘seasonal session(summer/winter school)’.

REGULAR SESSION
General education : This course intends to give understanding of
liberal arts and foreign languages in line with globalized era. Students
learn history, natural science, philosophy, arts, etc, and 8 foreign
languages. Especially, leadership course is essential for building up
character as public official.
Basic subjects : This course is a preliminary course to ‘Major’
subjects. It makes grounds for studying of law, public administration,
and police science. A total of 54 academic credits should be
completed.
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Course

Subjects

Law

Constitution, Administrative law, Police administrative law, criminal law, criminal procedure law, etc

Public
Administration

Organizational & Personnel administration, Financial administration, Leadership theory, Statistics, etc

Police Science

Criminal prevention/Criminal investigation theory, Police traffic management & enforcement theory, etc

Major subjects : This is specialized course for police university, which include ‘police law, criminal
investigation, police administration, and public order’. From the sophomore class, students choose
their major subjects. A total of 59 credits should be acquired.
Course

Subjects

Police Law

Commercial law, Civil proceeding act, International law, Labor law, Special criminal law, Cyber law, etc

Criminal
Investigation

Criminal sociology, Scientific investigation, Violent criminal investigation, Narcotic investigation, etc

Police
Administration

Police management, Administrative reformation, Policy analysis, Criminal economics, etc

Public Order

Safety management, Crime prevention, Traffic safety regulation, Terrorism, Social behavior, etc

Dean-designated subjects : For cultivating the capacity as a police officer, these subjects are
selected by the dean. It includes ‘martial arts, swimming, driving, IT training, etc’. Also, specialized
course for learning foreign languages are prepared to fortify the global capacity. Some of these
programs are held in seasonal session.
Course

Subjects

Martial Arts

Taekwon-do, Judo, Kendo, Hapkido

Foreign
Languages

English, Chinese, Japanese, German, French, Spanish, Russian, Arabic, Vietnamese

SEASONAL SESSION
Seasonal session divides into summer and winter term. Through this session, ‘practical training at
police station’, swimming lesson, and driving license training are implemented following their grade.
Students will have opportunity for learning practical side of police law-enforcing activities. Also, this
term allows students to have time for studying driving, computer skill, and foreign languages.
Year

Summer (3 weeks)

1st

Driving, Computer, Foreign Language

2nd
3rd
4th

Winter (4 weeks)

Traffic management
On site training for

Shooting
Liberal Arts

Patrol
Detective & Investigation
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Army training

CREDITS
To successfully finish the 4-year course of this university, the students should acquire 174 credits,
which are asigned in aforementioned curriculum. Below tables shows the required credits by
following subjects.
Subjects

Law

Public Administration

Basic (54)

law(24), public adm(10), police
studies(20)

law(20), public admin(20)

Major (59)

police laws

criminal investigation police administration

public order

Core (over 10), Optional (within 49)
General education
(27)
Etc

Korean history, Public service ethics, English, Foreing languages(Chinese, Japanese,
German, French, Spanish, etc), History, Philosophy, Art, Social science, Social
physical education, etc
Martial arts(Taekwon-do, Hapki-do, Judo, Kendo - 8), Discipline (16), Practical training
in police station (8), etc
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LEADERSHIP & BASIC
TRAINING PROGRAM

EDUCATION FOR POLICE EXECUTIVE
SENIOR LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
KNPU is also in charge of developing the leadership of senior police
executives. Senior super-intendent level police officers have chance to
enhance the capacity of commander-in-chief for 6 months in here. To
enlight and realize the precious role of them, specialized subjects,
orgnized by guru from various areas, are delivered.

BASIC TRAINING PROGRAM
For middle-ranked officers, above senior inspector, KNPU provides
basic training courses in order to build up the leadership, and renovate
the mindset as senior officer. This revonating courses contribute to the
formation of leadership and refreshment of their ambition.
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SPECIALIZED
TRAINING PROGRAM

SPECIALIZED TRAINING PROGRAM
KNPU also runs some specialized training courses for incumbent
police officers. By educating specifically focused profession skills, this
university also made contribution to the development of Korean police
and other law-enforcing agencies as academic cradle.

CRISIS NEGOTIATION COURSE
This highly-specialized course aims to improve response ability of
negotiator for various law-enforcing organization, including military
officers. It covers many topics, which is critically important in the
serious crime site, like active listening skill, safe talk, role-playing, etc.

UN POLICE PREPARATION COURSE
For the officers who are chosen to work as PKO in all around countries,
KNPU formulates programs which offer directly relevant information
and experiences for the appliants through veterans and professors.
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GLOBAL
RELATIONS

In the awareness of significant value of global cooperation,
KNPU has exerted its effort to expand its relationship with other
global organization.
As the leading academy in Korean police education, we have
made relations with various policing related organizations &
schools in all around world.
International academic exchange, exchange students,
invitational police training have been conducted for KNPU to
settle as a leading police education institute in global era.
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INTERNATIONAL
ACADEMIC
EXCHANGE

GLOBAL ACADEMIC RELATIONS
Due to the demands of international cooperation in law-enforcing fields,
KNPU has also expanded its academic networks with diverse foreign
universities. Since 2011, we annually have hosted multi-national
academic seminar on various police-related topics with renowned
scholars from various countries of the world.
Through these international intellectual-networking, KNPU was able to
promote global cooperation between participant countries, and had an
opportunity of enhancing the awareness on academic development of
relevant areas in each countries.
As the leading academy in police study, we will strive to maintain this
global cooperation with our partner universities, and to broaden our
new partners in other countries as well.
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KNPU INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR
2012
Topic

Speakers

Reestablishment of Police Role following the Change of Policing
Environment
1 sess: Prof. Matthew Robinson - North Carolina Univ. USA
2 sess: Prof. Brent Turvey - Dortmund Univ. Profiler. USA
3 sess: Prof. Jung-bum, Suh Prof. - KNPU
4 sess: Prof. Ota Tatsuya - Keio Univ. JPN
5 sess: Prof. Clemens Arzt - Berlin Univ. GER

2013
Topic

Policing for Eradicating 4 Social Evils in South Korea

Speakers

1 sess: Prof. DeWade Langley - Oklahoma Univ. USA
2 sess: Prof. Richard Günder - Dortmund Univ. GER
3 sess: Prof. Mark Button - Portsmouth Univ. UK
4 sess: Prof. Jihwng Li - Kaohsiung Univ. JPN

2014
Topic

Speakers

Police Activities in Building the Social and National Security
Networks
1 sess: Prof. Alice Fuchs-cessot - Paris 1 Sorbonne Univ. FRA
2 sess: Prof. Edward Borodzicz - Portsmouth Univ. UK
3 sess: Prof. Ben H. Feldmeyer - Cincinnati Univ. USA
4 sess: Prof. C.M. Sedelmaier - New Haven Univ. USA
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EXCHANGE
STUDENTS &
PROFESSORS

EXPERIENCE THE WORLD
Corresponding to the demands of the times, KNPU has expanded the
activities as university to bring up globally prepared police executives
through world-wide cooperation with global universities.
By exchanging students between partner universities, we can give
students the chance of experiencing world. Students have the
opportunity for understanding the different system and culture of the
partner country and learning languages. Especially, invited students
from other countries can have chance to expand their experiences
through various activities and studies.
Following the principle of reciprocity, each university will provide
necessary uniforms and meals, etc. Average term is one semester,
usually 6 months. We also run mentoring program for helping students
to adapt themselves quickly.
In 2015, we have sent 19 students to 4 conturies abroad: USA,
Germany, China, and Vietnam, and received 15 students from 5 partner
universities.
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EXCHANGE STUDENT
PROGRAM

DIVERSE & FRIENDLY EXPERIENCE
KNPU offers various programs for invited students, not only for police
study but also for friendship promotion. With our high quality professors
& facilities, we proudly provide differentiated study courses and services
to the invitees.
Students are allowed to enrol diverse subjects of police study :
psychology of crime, crime prevention, cyber crime investigation, etc.
Through these studies, they will have deeper understanding about
issues related with Korean policing. Also, we give them chances of
learning the characteristic of Korea, like Korean language course, martial
arts(e.g. Taekwon-do) and other culture through special events(e.g. field
trips). Even, they can learn any musical instruments with our famous
Police Orchestra.
In addition, we run specialized programs which can help their fast
adaption into unfamilliar surroundings. By matching professors and
KNPU students to each invitee as mentor, students are expected to
adjust themselves into Korea more easily, and to build unforgettagble
good friendships. Through internation group ‘IF(International Friends),
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GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP

which is a gathering group of KNPU students and invited students, all
students keep in touch, and share the memories here in KNPU.
Since 1922, we have made partnership with 11 overseas universities
including USA, German, China, Malaysia, etc. As of 2015, KNPU has
Country

University

Date

John Jay College of Criminal justice

1992. 7. 6

Sam Huston State University

2005. 10. 4

University of New Haven

2012. 7. 30

Western Carolina University

2012. 10. 20

Turkish National Police Academy

2006. 6. 20

People’s Armed Police Force Academy

1998. 11. 23

East China University of Politics and Law

2013. 1. 20

Vietnamese People’s Police Academy

2011. 12. 13

Vietnamese People’s Police University

2013. 12. 24

Malaysia

University of Malaya

2013. 1. 16

Germany

LAPF(NRW Police University)

2014. 9. 15

USA

Turkey
China
Vietnam

exchanged 130 students, and 31 professors in sum.
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GLOBAL POLICE
TRAINING

PARTNERSHIP UNIVERSITIES
KOICA FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
Apart from education on domestic police officers, KNPU has run
education programs for foreign police officers in cooperation with
Korean ODA organization ‘KOICA’.
Since 2005, we have contributed to the ODA business through
invitational training programs for ‘governance’ issue. Under the trust on
the invaluable value of policing in society, we have progressed several
programs: cyber-crime investigation, public safety & forensic
investigation, etc, which will support the security of developing
countries.
Recently, Korean National Police has promoted ‘Police K-wave’
business for all around world with our highly-developed policing
capacity in various fields: forensic investigation, criminal investigation,
public safety, riot control, etc.
In accordance with this trend, KNPU will carry forward this global
training by our professional capacity as university.
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Through KOICA CIAT program, we have trained 597 police
Course Title

SICA Forensic Investigation & Crime Prevention

Duration

2014/10/19 ~ 2014/11/7 (3 weeks)

Participants

16 officers / 8 countries
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Repulic of Dominca, etc

officers from 53 countries since 2005. Recent courses are
explained below;
Course Title

Asia Cybercrime Investigation Training

Duration

2015/2/26 ~ 2015/3/28 (4 weeks)

Participants

16 officers / 4 countries
Vietnam, Philippines, Cambodia, Indonesia

Course Title

Global Traffic Police Capacity Building

Duration

2015/4/23 ~ 2015/5/15 (3 weeks)

Participants

14 officers / 7 countries
Ghana, Iraq, Sri Lanka, Rwanda, Jordan, etc

Course Title

Colombia Cyber-security & Policing

Duration

2015/5/31 ~ 2015/6/20 (3 weeks)
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RESEARCH

As a leading academy of policing, KNPU has consistently
commited its research activities with making publication of
various journals, opening police research centers, and
conducting international and domestic seminars. In
consideration of rapid society changes, it has steadily strived to
match the expectations as the police science institiution.
Through diverse academic activities, our researchers and
professors in passion have contributed to the development of
police science, in harmony with the front lines, in order to
enhance the practicality and applicability of the research.
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ACTIVE RESEARCH
ON POLICE SCIENCE

Professors and researcher in KNPU have vigorously exerted
themselves into research on various topics of police science. Since
2001, KNPU faculty has published various research papers through our
jounrnal, named ‘Police Journal’. This was initiated in the purpose of
generating multidisciplinary approach between practical police issues
and academic professionalism. Presently, it is well-known for making
contribution to the development of police science and leading the
scientific base creation for police law-enforcement with participation of
many scholars. In recognition of its value, this journal was enlisted as
registered journal by NRF(National Research Foundation) of Korea in
2010. Some research topics of 2015 are shown below;
Topic
A study on Demand Trend and Active Measures of Police Suicide Crisis
Intervention in Korea
The Classification of Investigator’s Suspect-Interview Styles with two
Dimensions of Goal and Manner
Notwendigkeit der Aufhebung der strafrechtlichen Notwehr and des
Notstandes als Rechtsgrundlage des körperlichen schadensbegleitenden
Schusswaffengebrauchs im koreanischen Polizeiaufgabengesetz sowie
Ersatz des nicht-eigentümlichen Schadens
Police “Code of Silence” and Municipal Liability Risks: A Review of U.S.
Federal Case Law
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Authors
Lee, Mi Jeong
Yi, Roon/Jo, Eun Kyung

Park, Byung Woog

Lee, Hoon/Michael S.
Vaughn/Kim, Dong
Lyoul

POLICE RESEARCH
CENTER

As a solemn academy of higher-edcuation institute, KNPU has
acknowledged the role of research-driven university. Thus, we have
established diverse police-focuesd research center.
Center Title

Research Field

International Cybercrime Research
Center

Cybercrime theory, Law & policy, Capacity building & Training

Crisis Negotiation Research Center

Specialized training, Field advice service, Research on foreign
system on crisis negotiation

Police Conflict Solution Center

Training program development on conflict facilitation of police
officers, Research on domestic violence mediation

21st Century Police Administration
Center

Professionlizing and globalizing of Korean police system.
Unification study on South & North police system

Forensic Investigation Research
Center

Forensic science, Profiling, Investigative interviewing, Hypnosis
investigation, DNA, Forensic anthropology

UN Police Research Center

International Organization system, Peace-keeping operation study,
Police ambasador research

Police Statistics Analysis Center

Management of DB for police statistics, In-depth analysis on lawenforcing statistics

Police Education Research Center

Enhancing education & training system for police officers

Police K-wave Research Center

Research police system of developing countries, Development of
eudcation program for foreign police organization

Industrial Security Research Center

Measure for industrial confidence leakage, Early detection on
leakage of industial secret

Reunification Security Research
Center

Reunification related archive, Reunification experiences of other
countries

Social Safety & Law Research
Center

Police activities in perspective of admistrative policing,
Demonstraion law, Domestic violence and child exploitation
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ICRC
International
Cybercrime Research
Center

Newly emeging threat and challege for law enforcement in couteracting
rapidly developing cybercrime has elevated the necessity of in-depth
and timely response of our police.
The demand led the establishment of ICRC, which was designed to
support anti-cybercrime police policy making. Not only in academic
perspective, this leading-edge institute has pushed forward various
activities with other domestic and global agencies.
Mission
- Interdisciplinary research on cybercrime
- Formuation & management of specialized education/training program
- Hub of cybercrime research capacity in Korea
- Establishment of global partnership
With running an expert group of cybercrime investigators, ICRC has
conducted several cybercrime investigation capacity building program
to Asian and Latin America countries, and international seminars about
hot issues.
International Seminar
“Cybercrime research and cooperation issue”, “Inside Online Child Exploitation”, in 2012 etc.
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PSI - Police Science
Institute

Established in 1980, PSI has fulfilled its mission as a renowned police
research institute. To provide relevant and timely information for the
development of our national police, this annexed facility has
contributed to the groundwork for research foundation of effective
police policy-making in 21st century.
Organization
This institute consists of 7 research offices. “Policy Planning”, “Social
Stability”, “National Security”, “Public Safety”, “Traffic Policy”, “Criminal
Investigation”, “Investigative Structure Reformation”.
Activities & Publication
PSI hosts academic conference annually on the controversial and
interested issues on policing. In accordance with the role of research
facility, PSI publishes various research papers; jounals, white paper,
and research collections.
PSI is currently well known as the repository of police-related research
in Korea.
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SOCIAL
CONTRIBUTION

Since KNPU fairly recognizes the determined-role of our students
as a civil servant, we have fulfilled various activities to contribute
for our society.
Students and auxiliary institutes in here demonstrate their talent
for our neighborhood. Teaching for alienated groups and playing
music for disadvantaged people help us to harmonize with our
society.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

sponsored by various organizations; including
private companies(e.g. LG, Samsung, Hyundai,
etc), public trust, and foundations. Through
applying those open competitive program, they
also have chance of enhancing their capacity for
global perspective.

Students of KNPU share their ability by tutoring
for the students of lower-income family. It has
received fervent response from them, since the
KNPU students are well-known as top-level
students in grade.

Until 2015, 157 students have worked in
developing countries all around the world, like
Cambodia, Taiwan, Mongolia, etc, including
developed countries, like USA, France, German.

Not only do they contribute domestically, but also
KNPU students have widened its service to
world-wide volunteer work by participating
voluntary service programs, which are
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Affiliated Institutions

AFFILIATED INSTITUTION ACTIVITIES
National Police Philharmonic Orchestra
Started as a wind and brass orchestra in 1981, the NPPO has grown
into a full-fledged orchestra with top-class level performers in four
instrument groups. The musicians, who are the auxiliary police, have
the capability of superlative performance in Korea, as studying in
prominent schools in all around the world.
It has held over 2,600 friendly concerts for the police as well as
civilians by visiting them. Aside from performing big events of police
occasion, it has made nationwide social contribution through
composing school songs for free.
Police Honor Guard
Established in 1981, the PHG supports various ceremonial activities
including guard parades at major governmental(& police) events and
engages in lots of friendly festival of civilian as well.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES
Traffic Security Education for Children
Since 1993 in cooperation of local government, we have
provided traffic safety education for children in order to enhance
the law-abiding & public order spirit in road. Annually, over
20,000 children have visited here on average. It is believed that
the program will contribute to the implementation of advanced
traffic culture.

Youth Police Academy
Every year KNPU runs special summer school for high school
student, who are interested in police. We organize various
programs to raise their cooperative attitude, and give chance of
experiencing the police and KNPU life indirectly, like martial arts,
forensic investigation, 112 system. From the year of 2000,
around 2,000 students had the opportunity with passionate
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CAMPUS

Our campus is located in a beautiful city of Yongin, southern part
of Seoul. Backgrounded by ‘Buphwa(法華)’ mountain, KNPU is
well equipped with all necessary facilities for education &
training.
With cozy natural environment, students enjoy their study and
campus life with various exciting events. Apart from seeking
intellectual pleasure, they cultivate themselves as inner-directed
and self-governing people. Life herein campus aims for fostering
whole-rounded future police executives.
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Life as a police &
university student

CAMPUS LIFE
KNPU students should live in dormitory with strict rule, however, exeat
is permitted on weekends(outing for weekday). Through this dorm life,
students can learn self-discipline to exert greater control and
independence over daily campus life.
With the voluntary participation into self-governing association, like
‘General Student Association’, ‘Honor Committee’, etc, they
acknowledge the importance of inner-directed life as future police
executive. Also, lots of club gathering chances help them to enjoy and
develop various hobbies as university students.
Every year, students particiapte lots of campus festivial, like ‘Chungram’ Sports Festival, Academic Festival, Welcome ceremony,
Commencement, etc.
Through various activities as police and university students, the KNPU
students have chance of cultivating the capacity of whole-rounded
future police executive herein KNPU.
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CAMPUS FACILITY
KNPU provides education and training facilities for all necessary
fields. In the area of 896,148 square meter, it is well equipped
with classrooms, library, auditorium, gymnasium, and so on.
Customized classrooms: multi-media library, language labs, a
forensic lab, cyber investigation lab, lecture rooms, and
multi-media lecture conference room.
Library - KNPU has steadily developed its library system to
answer the needs of our students and professors. We have
accumulated books over 168,000 books in various categories,
and linked up international electronic journals.
Sport facilities - With gymnasium for physical exercise activity, we
have an international standard football stadium, an outdoor
swimming pool, tennis courts, a futsal field, and a 9-hall golf
course, etc.
Auditorium - We have two halls, which can be used for
matriculation, commencement and other official events
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NEW CAMPUS IN ASAN
Following the decentralization strategy of our government, KNPU is
preparing for relocation of our campus to Asan city in Chungnam
province. We aim for building new & cutting-edge education institute
for the next century.
Including distant lecture system, high-tech education facilities will be
constructed for better education environment. Also, this new campus
will equip eco-friendly structure with solar power and geothermal
generation system.
For the next century,
KNPU is in preparation
of being relocated in
Asan.

Following our motto of ‘Patriot, Justice, Honor’, the architectural
landscape design is formed by three categorization: education,
administration, and community zone.
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Contact Information

경 찰 대 학
KOREAN NATIONAL POLICE UNIVERSITY

Address : 74, Eonnam-ro, Giheung-gu, Gyeonggi-do 16912, the
Republic of Korea (South Korea)
Tel : +82-31-620-2454 / Fax : +82-31-620-2580
E-mail : globalknpu@police.go.kr (International Relations Unit)
Web site : www.police.ac.kr
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